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We can overcome the pessimism in worst-case routing latency analysis of timing-predictable Network-on-Chip

(NoC) workloads by single digit factors through the use of a hybrid FPGA-optimized NoC and workload

adapted regulation. Timing-predictable FPGA-optimized NoCs such as HopliteBuf integrate stall-free FIFOs

that are sized using offline, static analysis of a user-supplied flow pattern and rates. For certain bursty traffic

and flow configurations, the static analysis delivers very large, sometimes infeasible, FIFO size bounds and

large worst-case latency bounds. Alternatively, backpressure-based NoCs such as HopliteBP can operate with

lower latencies for certain bursty flows. However, they suffer from severe pessimism in the analysis due

to the effect of pipelining of packets and interleaving of flows at switch ports. As we show in this paper, a

hybrid FPGA NoC that seamlessly composes both design styles on a per-switch basis, delivers the best of both

worlds with improved feasibility (bounded operation), and tighter latency bounds. We select the NoC switch

configuration through a novel evolutionary algorithm based on Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). For

synthetic (RANDOM, LOCAL) and real world (SpMV, Graph) workloads, we demonstrate ≈2–3× improvements in

feasibility, ≈1–6.8× in worst-case latency while only requiring LUT cost ≈1–1.5× larger than the cheapest

HopliteBuf solution. We also deploy and verify our NoC (PL) and MLE framework (PS) on a Pynq-Z1 to adapt

and reconfigure NoC switches dynamically. We can further improve a workload’s routability by learning to

surgically tune regulation rates for each traffic trace to maximise available routing bandwidth. We capture

critical dependency between traces by modelling the regulation space as a multivariate gaussian distribution

and learn the distribution’s parameters using Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES). We

also propose nested learning that learns switch configurations and regulation rates in-tandem. Compared to

standalone switch learning, this symbiotic nested learning helps achieve ≈1.5× lower cost constrained latency,

≈3.1× faster individual rates and ≈1.4× faster mean rates. We also evaluate improvements to vanilla NoCs’

routing using only standalone rate learning (no switch learning); with ≈1.6× lower latency across synthetic

and real world benchmarks.

CCS Concepts: • Computing methodologies→Machine learning; • Networks→ Network on chip; •
Hardware→ Reconfigurable logic and FPGAs.
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1 Introduction
With the growing communication demands of modern FPGA system-level interfaces like HBM

stacks, high-speed networking, and multi-chip module IOs, it is imperative that we support data

movement using resource-shared, high-performance NoCs. The Xilinx Versal NoC [25] is a hard
network-on-chip that is permanently embedded in the FPGA fabric with fixed bandwidth and

routing features that are tailored for distributing high-speed HBM and high-speed IO interface

bandwidth across the FPGA fabric. Hoplite [9], CMU CONNECT [19], and Penn Split-Merge [7]

switches are soft network-on-chip architectures that can be implemented using existing FPGA

LUTs and interconnect. A combination of both styles of NoCs will be necessary to address data

movement requirements that span the entire FPGA die including last-mile connectivity. Regardless

of the style of NoC used, there is a need for mapping tools and analysis techniques for making

efficient use of these communication structures. In this paper, we develop mapping tools targeting

soft NoCs or configurable, hard NoC switches that allow customization of NoC operation on a

per-switch basis.

The Hoplite [9] FPGANoC is a LUT-optimized network-on-chip architecture targeting fracturable

Xilinx FPGAs for high-speed, low-cost operation. Several variants of Hoplite targeting efficient

implementations with different cost-feature tradeoffs such as HopliteRT [26], and HopliteBuf [4]

have been published. These designs eliminate the livelock limitations of the original Hoplite design

and provide provable upper bounds on packet latency. This is crucial for safety-critical real-time

systems, where timing properties of the underlying hardware are used to ensure that applications

meet their scheduling deadlines, and performance isolation between different communicating

components is required [8]. Of particular interest is the HopliteBuf variant that adds stall-free

SRL32 FIFOs to the switch and uses static analysis tools to prove upper bounds on FIFO sizes

and worst-case routing latency (wclatency). However, under certain scenarios, the static analysis

exaggerates FIFO and latency bounds making them impractical for real designs. Under these

circumstances, a different variant of the NoC with lightweight backpressure, HopliteBP [5] may

be preferred. If the entire NoC adopts a backpressure-based routing style, the blocking effects

of backpressure due to pipelining and interleaving of flows will severely limit provable NoC

performance [5]. Furthermore, the FPGA implementation requirements of flow control, however

lightweight they may be, were a primary motivation for the deflection-oriented design of Hoplite.

Instead of a homogeneous NoC design, a carefully selected hybrid NoC architecture that combines

both HopliteBuf and HopliteBP styles in a fine-grained fashion yields a superior solution than

either alternatives alone.

An application flowset is composed of a multitude of unique traffic traces (or flows), each carrying

packets between a source and destination PE. Each flow is characterised by its regulated injection

rate (the rate at which packets can be injected into the NoC) and data block size (number of

consecutive packets injected). We explain the composition of a flow in greater detail in section

4.1. We show a set of three network flows on a 4×4 NoC interacting in prescribed ways in Fig. 2.

HopliteBuf provides better worst-case latency for the horizontal traffic in Fig. 2a, as HopliteBP

suffers from backpressure propagated on the horizontal connections. However, for vertical traffic in

Fig. 2b, HopliteBP delivers 1.5× better worst-case latency. The cyclic loop of dependencies between

flows shown in Fig. 2c further affects HopliteBuf, reducing its range of statically analyzable rates,

while HopliteBP is less affected. We analyze this example in further detail in Section 3. Based

on these observations, it is clear that one-style-fits-all approach will not work and we need to

configure each switch in the NoC carefully by learning the effect of interactions between the

conflicting traffic flows of the application. As the interference pattern of the network flows can

be quite complex, and a brute-force approach not feasible for large NoC sizes, we develop a
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evolutionary strategy to discover high-quality solutions for a given QoR (quality of result) function.

We formulate a Maximum Likelihood Estimation solution where we adjust the probabilities of each

switch configuration based on iterative analysis trials.

NoCs make use of regulators to guarantee application bandwidth SLAs by mitigating a variety

of packet starvation, deadlocks and denial of service scenarios. For a given application flowset

consisting of variety of traffic traces, HopliteBP and HopliteBuf rely on token bucket regulators [15]

for every trace to schedule the injection of its packets into the NoC. For a given flow, its token

bucket regulator limits the injection rate and data block size of that flow to its prescribed regulation

rate (𝜌) and burst size (𝑏) respectively. We explain the token bucket regulator in greater detail in

section 4.2. Regulation is an important variable in the Hoplite suits of analysis tools to guarantee

tight bounds on routing latency and NoC costs. Previous versions of Hoplite [5, 17] leave regulation

rate out of the decision space as a user parameter; evaluating NoC designs by measuring perfor-

mance over a range between [0,1] with a fixed increment linear search. Furthermore, only a single

regulation rate is used to regulate all traces in an application flowset, which can create unintended

bottlenecks in NoC routing and distort search spaces of other NoC parameters. This paper extends

the scope of regulation by learning regulation rates for each trace, with the aim of maximising

the requested QoR, specific to the given application flowset. This allows us to surgically address

localised contention bottlenecks within the NoC by individually regulating traces involved in the

bottlenecked hotspot. We encode the rates for a flowset as a multivariate gaussian distribution

to capture the dependence of a trace’s routability on other traces within the flowset and learn

the parameters of this distribution using Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy

(CMA-ES) [6]. Furthermore, we introduce nested learning where we learn the switch configurations

of the NoC and the regulation rates of traces in tandem. This coupling of two search spaces allows

one to modulate the other in a synergistic manner, thus allowing for a more effective NoC design

that outperforms designs born out of learning only either one of the search spaces.

The key contributions of this paper include:

• Design of a hybrid FPGA NoC architecture that combines HopliteBuf and HopliteBP switches

to exploit the best of both worlds.

• Development of an evolutionary strategy to learn switch configurations for a defined QoR

function using Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE), scalable to large NoC sizes.

• Development of a multivariate gaussian distribution based evolutionary learning strategy to

learn regulation rates, specific to the application flowset and QoR requested.

• Development of a nested learning strategy to learn switch level configurations and regulation

rates for an application flowset in tandem.

• Formalization of the Hoplite NoC analysis suite and explanation of its flow model; used

for estimating feasibility and upper bounds on routing latencies, including worst case and

injection latency.

• Quantification of worst-case latency, feasibility, cost and optimization runtime across real

and synthetic applications. Demonstrating:

– ≈1–6.8× reduction in worst-case latency and ≈2-3× improved feasibility by learning switch

level configuration.

– When learning rates and switch configurations in-tandem (nested learning), a further ≈1.5×
lowered cost constrained latency, ≈3.1× faster individual rates and ≈1.4× faster mean rates.

• We implement and verify our entire switch learning framework on a Pynq-Z1. We implement

the MLE optimization tool on the Cortex A9 processor (PS) to configure the FPGA NoC

switches dynamically, while realizing the NoC itself on the FPGA.
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2 Switch Design
In this section, we first discuss the original Hoplite NoC [9] and related work around designing

NoCs with timing predictability [13, 14, 21, 23, 28]. We then introduce the designs of the existing

HopliteBuf and HopliteBP networks and details of their FPGA implementation. We focus on 3

properties specifically: 1. Tight latency bounds; 2. Lightweight area overheads and 3. Application

awareness. The FPGANoC switches (see Fig. 1) explored in this paper are based on the Hoplite [9, 10]

design. It is an FPGA-optimized switch that is integrated in a unidirectional torus topology and

routes packets using deflections rather than buffering flow control. Packets use DOR (dimension-

ordered routing) policy where they traverse in the X-dimension (𝑊 → 𝐸) first before turning

(𝑊 → 𝑆) into the Y-dimension (𝑁 → 𝑆). While the lightweight hoplite switches are an attractive

proposition for area sensitive applications, possibility of routing livelock and unbounded routing

latencies are significant limitations, making it unsuitable for systems requiring guarantees on

worst-case packet latencies. Furthermore, this original version of the hoplite NoC cannot be tuned

in an application aware manner; with the aim of optimising its routing performance by taking

into account the application’s traffic traces and their interactions with each other. Motivation for

application aware tuning is presented in subsequent section 3.

[14] aims to provide latency guarantees by leveraging the use of probabilistic weighted arbiters

and buffers along router ports to provide bandwidth equity to all traces on the NoC. However, global

and local fairness delivered by these arbiter types comes at the expense of significant area and

latency overheads for the NoC. Instead of providing fair arbitration, [23, 28] attempts to schedule

traffic intro domain exclusive waves that can potentially travel unimpeded from other domain

traffic through the NoC, thus providing strict isolation guarantees. However, contention between

traffic belonging to the same domain is still possible. In such a scenario, losing packets have to wait

for the next compatible domain wave to traverse the NoC, introducing unavoidable routing latency

overheads and necessitating the use of buffers along router links. Further, independent traffic is not

grouped into domains in an application aware manner, which can severely constrain the NoC’s

available injection bandwidth (since packets can only surf their own domain wave). [23]’s use of

time division multiplexing at the virtual channel also results in router complexity growing linearly

with virtual channel counts and attempts to offset this area overhead via explicitly pipelining

routers limits the number of domains that can maintain strict flow isolation and zero delay hop

routing [23, 28]. Leveraging TDM asynchronous routers in a GALS implementation, [13] introduces

a simple router design. However, the TDM is statically scheduled and is not tuned to optimise the

underlying application’s QoR. The GALS implementation also mandates expensive modifications

to the network interface and additional design cycles for clock domain crossing compatibility

between the NoC and user PEs. Instead of equitable arbitration [14] or domain creation [23, 28],

[21] guarantees conflict free traffic flow by leveraging dependency graphs between interacting

traces to introduce strategic delays for each traffic trace. However, this forces even non conflicting

traffic traces to be delayed by an amount determined by the dependency graphs. Furthermore, only

a single packet can be inserted in a time-slot, increasing queuing latency and lowering available

network throughput. These strategic delays are introduced by delay latches across the router paths,

which also increases the area overhead of NoC. Finally, despite non interacting traffic traces, [21]

still requires flow control to avoid end-point saturation. Thus, FPGA application design still needs

a lightweight NoC that addresses this gap by providing strict latency bounds that are optimised for
the application being routed.
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2.1 HopliteBuf and HopliteBP
HopliteBuf (FIFO in Fig. 1a) [4] is a variant of Hoplite that introduces stall-free FIFOs on the

turns in the NoC. We buffer packets turning from𝑊 → 𝑆 if a 𝑁 → 𝑆 packet is present in that cycle.

Following DOR routing policy, we allow 𝑁 packets to travel 𝑆 while𝑊 packets must wait for an

empty cycle to progress further. The 2:1 East mux chooses between𝑊 , and 𝑃𝐸 packets while the

South mux chooses between𝑊 ′ (FIFO output), 𝑁 , and 𝑃𝐸 packets. It is worth noting that while

the FIFO is only available for𝑊 → 𝑆 packets, we also need to hold back 𝑃𝐸 → 𝑆 packets if a 𝑁

packet is present, as the 𝑃𝐸 port has the lowest priority for injecting a packet; the same holds for a

𝑃𝐸 →𝑊 packet if a higher priority𝑊 → 𝐸 is present. 𝑃𝐸 packets have lowest priority amongst

all packets and must wait for traffic to clear on the target exit mux. Rather than implementing

additional, LUT-expensive FIFOs, we assume a regulator compatible PE interface that can be stalled;

such that the PE is prevented from injecting a packet in any clock cycle when a higher priority

packet is present. We assume that packet delivery to a PE is not stallable, thus allowing unrestricted

N→S traffic.

HopliteBP (Backpressure in Fig. 1b) [5] supports lightweight backpressure in the horizontal

ring. 𝑁 → 𝑆 packets have the highest priority; thus foregoing a need for backpressure along the

vertical dimension. Only packets turning𝑊 → 𝑆 in the network may be subject to contention and

thus require a backpressure interface. We insert shadow registers on the𝑊 port which provide an

ability to store stalled packets in place and propagate the backpressure control (𝐵𝑃0) upstream in

the opposite direction of packet flow [18].
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Fig. 1. Block diagrams of HopliteBuf, HopliteBP and HopliteBuf+BP designs.

HopliteBuf+BP (FIFO + Backpressure in Fig. 1c) is a unified switch that includes both switch

components and supports runtime configuration of the operating mode. The HopliteBuf design

presented in [4] cannot coexist with HopliteBP switches in the same horizontal ring, as it will

not respond to a backpressure signal (𝐵𝑃0), and thus, despite assertion of this signal, may end up

sending a packet to the𝑊 input of a backpressured HopliteBP switch. In order to have switches

with a𝑊 → 𝑆 FIFO in the same horizontal ring as HopliteBP switches, we define this third switch,

that extends HopliteBuf by incorporating backpressure and shadow registers in the design.When

implementing a soft NoC, a HopliteBuf+BP switch is used in place of HopliteBuf whenever the

analysis determines that the switch could be reached by a backpressure signal generated by a

HopliteBP switch on the same horizontal ring. We can also realize a hard, configurable NoC

architecture based on the same principle. Specifically, the HopliteBuf+BP structure can be used to

support both stall-free FIFO and backpressure designs, by simply implementing a programmable
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register that can either be configured during compilation or in response to evolving traffic conditions

when routing a workload (without requiring full FPGA bitstream reconfiguration).

All switches are complemented with a static analysis and traffic regulation component [5]. We

leverage this analysis to prove feasibility (bounded latencies and FIFO sizes), compute worst-case

FIFO size (for HopliteBuf), as well as worst-case bounds on latency (injection+routing) of packets.

The analysis computes composable latency bounds, that is, the bounds do not depend on detailed

information about activity of unrelated PEs. To this end, it limits the maximum number of packets

that a PE can inject in the network in any interval of time using a network regulator. In this

way, to compute the latency for flow 𝑓𝑖 , it only needs to know the regulation parameters and

source/destination PEs for every other flow in its set of interfering flows. The analysis employs a

32 bit leaky bucket regulator [15], which uses two parameters, regulation rate fi .𝝆 and data burst

size fi .b: data burst is the maximum number of consecutive packets that the flow can send through

the regulator, while the rate is the maximum long-term throughput of the regulator in packets per

cycle. We review the static analysis used in these designs in greater detail in Section 4.

2.2 Xilinx FPGA Mapping
Themuxes of the original Hoplite switch [26] can be efficiently mapped to a single fracturable 6-LUT

for one bit of switching datapath. For the HopliteBuf design, we are unable to exploit that degree

of compactness as the south mux needs to select between three inputs: 𝑁 , FIFO output and 𝑃𝐸𝑖 .

To realize these FIFOs, we can make use of the SRL32 primitive on Xilinx FPGAs that repurposes

LUTs as Memory elements. For HopliteBP, the DOR routing logic must be adapted to account for

the presence of backpressure signals. The control logic and shadow registers are more expensive to

implement on the FPGA than SRL-based FIFOs. They result in a 1.2–1.8× increase in LUT and FF

usage over HopliteBuf switches as shown in Table 1. We also build a unified HopliteBuf+BP switch

that not only permits propagation of backpressure when composing a mixture of HopliteBuf and

HopliteBP switches, but also provides runtime adaptability to choose either operating mode.

Hoplite HopliteBuf HopliteBP HopliteBuf+BP

LUTs 59 161 189 247

FFs 86 91 167 175

Table 1. Resource utilization of Hoplite based switches on Xilinx Virtex-7 for 32b datawidth and 32-deep
SRL32 FIFOs.
3 Motivating Example
In this section, we discuss the motivation for learning NoC parameters for a given application

flowset. Specifically, in order to maximise a user requested QoR (quality of result) for a specific

application flowset, we build a case for:

(1) Building a hybrid NoC design by learning mode of operation (between HopliteBuf and

HopliteBP), for every switch in the NoC.

(2) Learning the regulation rate for every traffic trace present in the application flowset.

3.1 Learning Switch Configuration
To discuss how switch configuration affects the results of the analysis for different flow patterns,

we perform a set of analyses for the three flow sets: (a) Horizontal, (b) Vertical and (c) Cyclic shown

in Fig. 2. We assume that all flows have the same block size 𝑓𝑖 .𝑏 = 8 and we use the same value of

regulation rate 𝑓𝑖 .𝜌 (x axis of Fig. 2d) across all flows.

In Fig. 2d, we then plot the maximum analytical latency of the NoC while varying 𝑓𝑖 .𝜌 . We

consider two network configurations, one where all switches use stall-free FIFOs (HopliteBuf), and
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Fig. 2. Interacting network flows on a 4×4 NoC arranged to show the benefits of mixing FIFO and Backpressure
switches.

one where all switches use backpressure (HopliteBP). We stop plotting the latency whenever the

network declares infeasibility due to unbounded latencies or the size of any buffer under HopliteBuf

exceeds 32 (as this enables one-LUT per bit FIFO implementation).

• Effect of regulation rate: As we increase regulation rate, latency initially decreases for all

cases in Fig. 2d. This is because decreasing the regulation period (
1

𝑓𝑖 .𝜌
) affords each PE increased

opportunity to inject its packets into the network. However, past a certain regulation rate,

the latency starts increasing due to increased contention caused by conflicting flows, which

dominates any benefits of a reduced regulation period.

• Horizontal: For the set of flows shown in Fig. 2a, we note that HopliteBuf (fifo) delivers lower

worst-case latency. This is because under HopliteBP, 𝑓1 ( ) suffers interference not only from

𝑓2( ) but also 𝑓3 ( ) indirectly due to horizontal backpressure stalls originating from switch

(3, 1); thus increasing latency compared to HopliteBuf.

• Vertical: Here, HopliteBP achieves lower latency. This is due to the effects of buffering: since 𝑓2
( ) suffers interference from 𝑓1 ( ), HopliteBuf will accumulate its packets at switch (3, 1).
Hence, the maximum number of consecutive packets that 𝑓2 ( ) can inject south at (3, 1)
becomes larger than its data block size 𝑓2.𝑏. In turn, this means that the queueing delay of 𝑓3 ( )

at switch (3, 2)’s FIFO can exceed injection delay at the source of 𝑓3 ( ) due to backpressure

induced stalls in HopliteBP.

• Cyclic: The negative effects of vertical buffering are magnified in a cyclic flow pattern and the

HopliteBuf designs show significantly worse latency than HopliteBP, as shown in Fig. 2d.
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Fig. 3. Interacting network flows on a 4×4 NoC arranged to show the benefits of learning regulation rates for
each traffic trace

A user-supplied set of network flows can contain a combination of these three patterns, among

others. The first key idea explored in this paper is to learn the effect of these flowset interactions

on routability and hardware costs to make a determination between HopliteBuf and HopliteBP

on a per-switch basis. The use of such hybrid NoC switch configurations allows to optimize both

analytical flow latency as well as hardware cost. This in-turn allows us to tailor our NoC offerings

to the application at-hand and QoR requested, by learning the effects of the provided flows on a

per-switch basis.

3.2 Learning Regulation Rates
We now make a case for learning regulation rates for every trace in an application flowset by pre-

senting a set of arguments using Fig. 3a and 3b. Specifically, each traffic trace within an application

flowset interacts with other traces in a complex non-deterministic manner, thus affecting NoC

routing. Flowset specific learning allows us to maximise NoC routability by encoding the latent

affects of these traces’ interactions into the learnt rates. We now discuss two specific advantages of

learning unique regulation rates for every trace in the flowset, specific to the applications and QoR

at hand. We contrast this proposed learning approach against the practice of using a single rate to

regulate all traces within a flowset [5, 17].

• Local contention zones: In Fig. 3a, the NoC comprises of a localised contention hotspot

around switch (2,1), comprising of 3 traces ( , , ). Regardless of mode of operation

of the switches, these 3 traces generate more contention than the other two traces ( ,

) if we regulate all of them by the same amount. As a result, this localised hotspot forms

a bottleneck in the feasibility and latency analysis, thus leaving available NoC bandwidth

untapped by ( , ). For example, the non conflicting traces’ ( , ) regulated injection

rates can reach levels that are much higher than the hotspot’s, without having any adverse

affect on the routability of the application flowset. An application flowset can generate a

multitude of these disparate contention zones within a NoC. Learning unique trace level
regulation rates, specific to the application flowset, allows us to extract information about

such trace interactions and recover lost NoC routing bandwidth, thus allowing for a more

efficient optimization of the application QoR.

• Learning switch configuration: In Fig. 3b, we investigate learning switch level configura-

tions for the traces shown. We start off with all of the NoC’s switches operating in HopliteBuf

mode. The application flowset consists of predominantly turning traffic traces. Note that
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switch (3,2) south link has 3 traffic traces exiting through it ( , , ) which forms a

potential choke point that can quickly become infeasible as regulated injection rates of these

three traces increase (FIFO runs out of capacity). The lost feasibility can be recovered by

replacing this HopliteBuf switch (3,2) by a HopliteBP NoC. However, this can lead to frequent

and incessant stall of its entire row due to backpressure signals induced from its west port.

This unfairly penalizes innocent traces ( , ) which were not even interacting with the

infeasibility causing traces but now are made to sacrifice their available bandwidth to make

routing feasible. Furthermore, the entire row must now be upgraded to a HopliteBP+Buf

configuration to support backpressure and FIFO signals, resulting in a more costly NoC

design. Instead, an easier alternative is to address the infeasibility at its source. We can tune

the regulation rates of the traces most responsible for eating up FIFO capacity at switch (3,2);

trace ( ) since it is not only involved in the contention at switch (3,2) but also is responsible

for increasing the data block size of the trace exiting at south port of switch (3,1).

Such subtle and non-deterministic interactions between traffic traces of a complex flowsets can

be challenging for a NoC to address. The second key idea explored in this paper is to learn the

regulation rates of each traffic trace in an application flowset to

(1) Surgically tune localised hotspots by encoding this contention information into regulation

related decision making for affected traces.

(2) Increase efficiency of switch learning with nested learning where rate learning can help

expand the domain of feasible switch solutions as well as directly improve NoC routing

conditions.

(3) For a NoC of size NxN, efficiently navigate for solutions in a multi-modal search space that

asymptotically grows as (0, 1]𝑁 4

and makes simple search based techniques impractical.

4 Latency and Backlog Analysis
We now discuss how to derive latency bounds, as well as backlog (the maximum FIFO occupancy)

bounds, for a NoC design incorporating a mix of HopliteBuf and HopliteBP switches. Specifically,

the analysis derives four sets of parameters:

• The worst-case injection latency for any flow 𝑓𝑖 , that is, the maximum time that node

(𝑓𝑖 .𝑥𝑠, 𝑓𝑖 .𝑦𝑠) can be stalled while trying to inject one or more packets of 𝑓𝑖 .

• The worst-case queuing delay for any flow 𝑓𝑖 turning𝑊 → 𝑆 on a FIFO enabled (Hoplite-

Buf/Unified) switch, that is, the maximum time that a packet of 𝑓𝑖 can be queued in the

FIFO.

• The per-hop delay for any flow 𝑓𝑖 , from (𝑥𝑠,𝑦𝑠) to (𝑥𝑑,𝑦𝑑). The total latency for 𝑓𝑖 is then

the sum of its injection latency, queuing delay (if applicable), and per-hop delay.

• Finally, to prove that stall-free FIFOs can be used without dropping packets, we determine

the worst-case backlog (buffer occupation) for any FIFO enabled switch.

We begin by introducing the flow and traffic regulation model. We then summarize the existing

analysis for HopliteBuf [4] and HopliteBP [5], and finally show how to extend it to a hybrid

architecture.

4.1 Flow Model
We assume that each NoC node sends packets as part of one or more flows; a flow 𝑓𝑖 represents a

sequence of data blocks, each comprising 𝑓𝑖 .𝑘 consecutive packets, sent between the same source

node (𝑓𝑖 .𝑥𝑠, 𝑓𝑖 .𝑦𝑠) and destination node (𝑓𝑖 .𝑥𝑑, 𝑓𝑖 .𝑦𝑑). The data block size 𝑓𝑖 .𝑘 is related to the

architecture of the PEs and the width of the NoC; as an example, if blocks represent 32 bytes cache

lines and the NoC width is 8 bytes, we obtain 𝑓𝑖 .𝑘 = 4. We make no assumption on the exact time
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at which successive data blocks are produced by the source node, as such information might be too

difficult to analyze
1
. Instead, our goal is to determine a worst-case analytical bound to the latency

suffered by any data block of flow 𝑓𝑖 . The bound includes both the injection latency 𝐼𝑛 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑓𝑖 ),
that is, the maximum time that node (𝑓𝑖 .𝑥𝑠, 𝑓𝑖 .𝑦𝑠) takes to inject all packets of the block into the

network, as well as the queuing delay, that is, the maximum time that any packet of 𝑓𝑖 can be

queued in a𝑊 → 𝑆 FIFO. As part of the queuing analysis, we also derive a backlog bound for each

FIFO. We say that a network is stable if all flows have bounded total latency and the backlog for all

FIFOs is smaller or equal to the FIFO size.

4.2 Traffic regulation
We are interested in computing a composable latency bound, that is, the bound for a flow should

not depend on detailed information on the activity of unrelated PEs. To this end, we limit the

maximum number of packets that a flow can inject in the network in any interval of time using a

network regulator. In this way, to compute the latency for 𝑓𝑖 we only need to know the regulation

parameters and source/destination for every other flow 𝑓𝑗 ; as long as those remain constant, any

change to the way 𝑓𝑗 generates data blocks has no effect on 𝑓𝑖 . As in [4, 5], we employ a token

bucket regulator [15], which uses two parameters, regulation rate 𝑓𝑖 .𝜌 and burst size 𝑓𝑖 .𝑏: burst

size is the maximum number of consecutive packets that the flow can send through the regulator,

while the rate is the maximum long-term throughput of the regulator in packets per cycle.The

implementation of the regulator uses two counters. The rate counter is incremented every cycle

and adds a token to the token counter every 1/𝑓𝑖 .𝜌 cycles (the regulation period). The token counter

has a maximum size of 𝑓𝑖 .𝑏. At any clock cycle, the node is allowed to inject a packet only if the

NoC is ready (meaning that no other packet is being sent to the same output port, given that the

PE port has the lowest priority) and the token counter is not empty; sending a packet removes a

token from the counter. There is no buffer associated with the regulator; hence, a node that wishes

to inject a packet but is blocked by the regulator is simply stalled. We make no assumption on the

arbitration policy among flows sourced from the same node: if during a clock cycle a node is ready

to inject a packet from both a flow 𝑓𝑖 and a flow 𝑓𝑗 , then it can select either of the two flows.

4.3 Injection Latency
To determine the injection latency for flow 𝑓𝑖 , we need to compute the set of conflicting flows

Γ𝐶𝑖 that can prevent a packet of 𝑓𝑖 from being injected in the NoC. This set comprises all flows

sourced from the same node (𝑓𝑖 .𝑥𝑠, 𝑓𝑖 .𝑦𝑠) as 𝑓𝑖 , plus all higher priority flows that traverse the switch
at (𝑓𝑖 .𝑥𝑠, 𝑓𝑖 .𝑦𝑠) in the same direction as 𝑓𝑖 : the𝑊 → 𝐸 flows if 𝑓𝑖 is injected to the 𝐸 port, or the

𝑁 → 𝑆 and𝑊 → 𝑆 flows if 𝑓𝑖 is injected to the 𝑆 port. After obtaining the conflict set Γ𝐶𝑖 , the
injection latency can be computed as follows, where 𝑏 (Γ𝐶𝑖 ) is the sum of data block sizes of all

flows in Γ𝐶𝑖 and 𝜌 (Γ𝐶𝑖 ) is the sum of their regulation rates:

Theorem 1 (Theorem 1 in [5] and 2 in [27]). Assume 𝜌 (Γ𝐶𝑖 ) < 1 and the client wishes to inject a
sequence (data block) of 𝑓𝑖 .𝑘 ≤ 𝑓𝑖 .𝑏 packets for flow 𝑓𝑖 . Then the delay to inject all packets in the block
is upper bounded by:

𝐼𝑛 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑓𝑖 ) =⌈1/𝑓𝑖 .𝜌⌉ − 1 +
⌈
𝑏 (Γ𝐶𝑖 )

1 − 𝜌 (Γ𝐶
𝑖
)

⌉
+

⌈
(𝑓𝑖 .𝑘 − 1) ·max

(
1

𝑓𝑖 .𝜌
,

1

1 − 𝜌 (Γ𝐶
𝑖
)

)⌉
. (1)

1
For example, in the case of requests produced by a cache, the specific timing of fetches/write-backs depends on both the

initial cache state, and the path through the program.
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Note that 1 − 𝜌 (Γ𝐶𝑖 ) is the available regulation rate for 𝑓𝑖 after removing the rate of flows in

Γ𝐶𝑖 . In essence, the first packet in the data block is delayed first by the regulation period (inverse

of the rate) 1/𝑓𝑖 .𝜌 ; then, by the data block size of interfering flows, which is captured by term

𝑏 (Γ𝐶𝑖 )/
(
1 − 𝜌 (Γ𝐶𝑖 )

)
; and finally, the remaining 𝑓𝑖 .𝑘 − 1 packets are injected at the minimum rate

(maximum of the periods) between 𝑓𝑖 .𝜌 and the available regulation rate 1 − 𝜌 (Γ𝐶𝑖 ). We make three

important observations:

• If 𝜌 (Γ𝐶𝑖 ) ≥ 1, then in the worst case 𝑓𝑖 can never inject, hence its latency is unbounded and

the network is unstable.

• The bound only holds for data blocks of size at most 𝑓𝑖 .𝑏: larger blocks can be delayed by

𝑏 (Γ𝐶𝑖 ) multiple times, leading to significantly worse latency. Furthermore, increasing the

burst size of the regulator beyond the flow’s block size does not provide any advantage to 𝑓𝑖 .

While it could increase 𝑏 (Γ𝐶𝑗 ) for some other flow 𝑓𝑗 , in the rest of the paper, we simply set

𝑓𝑖 .𝑏 = 𝑓𝑖 .𝑘 for all flows.

• Increasing the regulation rate 𝑓𝑖 .𝜌 improves the latency of 𝑓𝑖 , because it reduces the regulation

period 1/𝑓𝑖 .𝜌 ; it also increases both the guaranteed (1/𝐼𝑛 𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑓𝑖 )) as well as average-case
regulation rate for 𝑓𝑖 . However, it can also decrease the available rate 1 − 𝜌 (Γ𝐶𝑗 ) for some

other flow 𝑓𝑗 , leading to a higher latency for 𝑓𝑗 .
Therefore, the regulation latency of a flow represents a measure of how latency-critical the flow

is: the higher the rate, the better the latency for that flow, at the expense of other flows. This

competitive relationship between traces becomes important when learning unique rates to address

inequity in per-trace regulation.

4.4 Analysis for FIFO Mode
For a flow 𝑓𝑖 turning𝑊 → 𝑆 on a FIFO enabled switch (vanilla HopliteBuf or Unified), let 𝑓 ′𝑖 denote

the flow after it leaves the 𝑆 port: the effect of queuing packets in the buffer can cause the data

block size 𝑓 ′𝑖 .𝑏 to be higher than 𝑓𝑖 .𝑏. In turn, this will affect the data block size and latency of

flows either injected 𝑆 or turning𝑊 → 𝑆 on downstream switches in the same vertical ring. Hence,

this effect must be bounded to obtain safe worst-case estimates. To this end, the analysis in [4]

relies on the theory of network calculus [15], which is commonly employed to derive deterministic

bounds on network latency and backlog. The analysis derives a set of linear equations that relate

the data block size 𝑓 ′𝑖 .𝑏 of 𝑓 ′𝑖 to the data block size of other flows leaving the 𝑆 port on other FIFO

switches on the same vertical torus. We then solve the system of equations; if resulting data block

size values for all flows are finite and positive, then they must indeed represent valid upper bounds.

Otherwise, we deem the network unstable. Assuming stability, the queuing delay for 𝑓𝑖 and backlog

for the switch can then be derived based on the regulation rate and data block size of all flows that

traverse the switch in the 𝑁 → 𝑆 and𝑊 → 𝑆 direction.

It is important to note that due to the torus topology, the system of equations can contain cyclic

dependencies between data block size variables. An example is provided in Fig. 2c: here, each

flow turning𝑊 → 𝑆 is delayed by the other two flows that traverse the switch 𝑁 → 𝑆 . Hence,

increasing the data block size of a flow causes an increase in the data block size of the other two

flows, which in turn affect the first one. This feedback loop introduces pessimism in the analysis,

causing a reduction in the sustainable per-link utilization: for this example, the network becomes

unstable at a per-link utilization of 75% (a regulation rate of 1/4 for each flow).

4.5 Analysis for Backpressure Mode
Since they do not contain a FIFO, no buffer analysis is required for backpressure enabled switches

(vanilla HopliteBP or Unified). Instead, the analysis in [5] accounts for the effects of backpressure by

adding all backpressured flows to the set of conflicting flows Γ𝐶𝑖 . Specifically, if 𝑓𝑖 turns𝑊 → 𝑆 at a
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switch, we add to Γ𝐶𝑖 all other flows that traverse that switch in the 𝑁 → 𝑆 or𝑊 → 𝑆 directions,

as they can backpressure 𝑓𝑖 . Furthermore, if another flow 𝑓𝑗 shares a𝑊 port on any switch with

𝑓𝑖 , then all flows that backpressure 𝑓𝑖 can also indirectly cause backpressure on 𝑓𝑗 ; therefore, they

must be added to Γ𝐶𝑗 .

4.6 Hybrid NoC Analysis
To analyze our hybrid NoC, composed of individual switches operating in either FIFO or back-

pressure mode, we combine the analysis for FIFO and backpressure modes; we first run the buffer

analysis for each vertical ring that contains at least one FIFO enabled switch. Note that for any

flow 𝑓𝑖 that turns𝑊 → 𝑆 on that vertical ring at a backpressure switch, we consider the original

data block size 𝑓𝑖 .𝑏 rather than the modified data block size 𝑓 ′𝑖 .𝑏, as the flow does not traverse a

buffer. We then run the backpressure analysis for each horizontal ring that contains at least one

backpressure switch. Note that a flow 𝑓𝑖 can suffer backpressure from 𝑁 → 𝑆 and𝑊 → 𝑆 flows

only if it turns𝑊 → 𝑆 at a backpressure enabled switch; however, a flow 𝑓𝑗 can suffer indirect

backpressure from 𝑓𝑖 if it shared a𝑊 port on any switch (HopliteBP/Unified) or the horizontal ring.

Finally, it is important to note that based on the analysis, adding a𝑊 → 𝑆 FIFO buffer to a switch

is a trade-off: on the negative side, the buffer increases the data block size of turning flows, and

thus the interference on the vertical ring; on the positive, if we can prove that the FIFO is stall-free,

we avoid generating backpressure on the horizontal ring. However, if the FIFO can be stalled, then

it is not advantageous. For this reason, the HopliteBP design does not include a FIFO.

5 Evolutionary Learning of NoC Parameters
We now present the key ideas explored in this paper. We learn, for a given application flowset, data

block size and defined QoR:

(1) The configuration mode (between HopliteBP and HopliteBuf) for every individual switch in

the NoC.

(2) Unique regulation rates for every trace in the application flowset.

This allows us to tailor the NoC towards the application at hand by optimizing for a user defined

QoR. We cast the learning of switch level configurations as a Maximum Likelihood Estimation

problem. We learn regulated injection rates of every trace in the flowset using Covariance Matrix

Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES). We also present nested learning, where we learn both

regulation rates and switch configurations in-tandem.

5.1 Learning NoC Switches
The first key idea explored in this paper is the use of hybrid NoC switch configurations that

mix HopliteBuf and HopliteBP styles in a single NoC. Depending on the interference pattern of

network flows, each switch configuration may be tailored in an application-specific manner. In

Fig. 4, we show the best switch configuration for a simple 3×3 NoC with a fixed set of nine flows

(shown in red in the leftmost NoC subfigure). We vary the block size 𝑏 and regulation rate 𝜌 for

each flow (identically). At very low rates and data block sizes, HopliteBuf offers the cheapest and

best-performing design, while at larger rates and blocks, the design starts to migrate to HopliteBP-

dominated solutions. Given that an 𝑁 ×𝑁 NoC will have 𝑁 2
switches, each with a boolean decision

to make, the design space grows exponentially with problem size.

Now, we discuss the optimization technique we use to learn the switch configurations for a par-

ticular set of flows. Specifically, given the regulation rate (provided by user or a learning algorithm)

and data block size of each flow, we determine whether each switch in the network implements
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𝜌=0.01,𝑏=1 𝜌=0.01,𝑏=32 𝜌=0.15,𝑏=1 𝜌=0.15,𝑏=32

Fig. 4. FPGA NoC Switch Configuration for a 3×3 NoC for a set of nine flows (shown in leftmost subfigure)
with identical but four combinations of rate 𝜌 and block size𝑏 characteristics. At low rates and block sizes, most
switches tend to be cheap HopliteBuf variants, while a growing number convert to expensive HopliteBP
variants with increasing rate+size.

a stall-free FIFO or backpressure logic to optimise for the user defined QoR (wclatency*cost,
wclatency, etc).

Note that an 𝑁 × 𝑁 NoC has 𝑁 2
switches, each with a boolean decision to make. This 𝑂 (2𝑁 2 )

solution space necessitates the use of a scalable approach rather than brute-force exploration (a

7 × 7 NoC can have ≈562 trillion solutions). We choose to model this as a Maximum Likelihood

Estimation algorithm. We model each switch of the NoC as an independent random variable from a

2-point Bernoulli distribution 𝐵𝑖 . This means that there are two outcomes possible for each switch: 0

represents a HopliteBuf and a 1 represents HopliteBP. For each switch 𝑖 , we represent the probability

of choosing a Backpressure configuration as 𝑝𝑖 while the FIFO choice becomes 1− 𝑝𝑖 . We seed each

switch with zero bias by ensuring that the skew of each switch’s distribution 𝐵𝑖 ,
1−2𝑝𝑖√
(𝑝𝑖 (1−𝑝𝑖 )

, is 0 by

starting with 𝑝𝑖 = 0.5 ∀ i.
We aim to evolve the optimal NoC configuration by producing multiple candidates solutions

for the 𝑔𝑡ℎ generational step for each switch 𝑠
𝑔

𝑖
of the 𝑁×𝑁 NoC. Unlike conventional neural

networks with a known training set, we generate our training set on-the-fly based on the results of

the generational search. Unlike Naïve Bayesian inference strategies explored by InTime [11], our

approach directly aims to minimize an objective function rather than train with a binary classifier.

For our setup, we evolve by sampling each switch’s Bernoulli distribution 𝐵
𝑔

𝑖
(𝑝𝑔
𝑖
) to produce either

a FIFO (0) or a Backpressure configured (1) switch. For each generation step 𝑔, we produce 𝐶

potential candidate NoC configurations 𝐻
𝑔

𝐶
∈ (0, 1)𝑁 2×𝐶

, as shown below in Equation 2. For our

experiments we chose 𝐶=100.

𝐻
𝑔

𝐶
=


𝑠
𝑔

1,1
𝑠
𝑔

2,1
· · · 𝑠

𝑔

𝐶,1

...
...

. . .
...

𝑠
𝑔

1,𝑁 2
𝑠
𝑔

2,𝑁 2
· · · 𝑠

𝑔

𝐶,𝑁 2

︸                             ︷︷                             ︸
Each column is a flattened NoC configuration (ℎ𝑛 )

(2)

We test each candidate configuration ℎ𝑛 for fitness on a user defined function and filter out

the top _=25% performing candidates 𝐻
𝑔

_:𝐶
∈ (0, 1)𝑁 2×_

. This is a greedy step but the memory of

previous iterations is reflected in the existing probabilities of the switch configurations. We then

adapt each switch’s Bernoulli distribution in the general direction of the chosen candidates. We aim

to increase the likelihood that the top performing candidates 𝐻
𝑔

_:𝐶
of this generation were sampled

from it. For each switch 𝑠
𝑔

𝑖
at generation g, we define a likelihood function as follows:
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𝑓
(
𝑠
𝑔

1:𝐶,𝑖
,...𝑠

𝑔

_:𝐶,𝑖
|𝑝𝑔+1

𝑖

)
= 𝑃

(
𝑠
𝑔

1:𝐶,𝑖
, 𝑠
𝑔

2:𝐶,𝑖
..., 𝑠

𝑔

_:𝐶,𝑖
|𝑝𝑔+1
𝑖

)
= 𝑃 (𝑥1, 𝑥2 ..., 𝑥_ |𝑝)︸              ︷︷              ︸

substitute

= 𝑝𝑥1 · (1 − 𝑝)1−𝑥1 ...𝑝𝑥_ · (1 − 𝑝)1−𝑥_

= 𝑝
_∑
𝑥 · (1 − 𝑝)_−

_∑
𝑥

(3)

Equation 3 is the likelihood of a Bernoulli distribution for switch 𝑖 generating the best performing

_ samples from a distribution with probability parameter 𝑝
𝑔+1
𝑖

. Remember, 𝑠
𝑔

_:𝐶,𝑖
refers to the top _

(out of total 𝐶) performing switch configurations for switch 𝑖 at generation 𝑔. The final expression

of Equation 3 can be differentiated to find the value of 𝑝 = 𝑝
𝑔+1
𝑖

that maximizes this likelihood. We

first apply a logarithmic transformation on this equation before differentiation, as shown below:

ln(𝑓 ) = ln(𝑝) ·
_∑︁
𝑥 + ln(1 − 𝑝) · (_ −

_∑︁
𝑥)

𝑑
(
ln(𝑓 )

)
𝑑𝑝

=

_∑
𝑥

𝑝
− _ −

_∑
𝑥

1 − 𝑝 = 0

_∑︁
𝑥 − 𝑝 ·

_∑︁
𝑥 = _ · 𝑝 − 𝑝 ·

_∑︁
𝑥

𝑝 =

_∑
𝑥

_
(4)

Hence, the updated probability parameter 𝑝 = 𝑝
𝑔+1
𝑖

for each switch 𝑠𝑖 ’s Bernoulli distribution 𝐵𝑖
can simply be written as an average over the _ best performing candidates in generation g. We

formalize this in Equation 5 below:

𝑝 = 𝑝
𝑔+1
𝑖

=

_∑
𝑘=1

𝑠
𝑔

𝑘 :𝐶,𝑖

_
. (5)

Finally, in Fig. 5, we first show the high-level representation of a single iteration of the MLE

algorithm. Given a set of probabilities associated with the distributions 𝐵𝑔 , we generate 𝐻
𝑔

𝐶
samples

of possible NoC configurations. We then select the top-K best-performing solutions 𝐻
𝑔

_:𝐶
to revise

the distributions as 𝐵𝑔+1 for the next iteration.While MLE can also be used for Bayesian inference [2]

with respect to how samples are generated and probabilities updated, for our scenario we directly

minimize an objective function rather than performing a classification.

5.2 Learning Regulated Injection Rates
The second key idea explored in this paper is to learn the degree of regulation introduced in each

trace for a given application flowset. An application flowset can be composed of a diverse types of

traces and much like the butterfly effect, each trace generates varying degrees of contention within

the NoC via second order interactions with other traces. We wish to improve the overall routing

conditions of these complex traffic interactions by regulating the amount of traffic generated by

each trace within a time frame. Specifically, for a given application flowset, we learn these regulated

injection rates, for every trace in the flowset, to maximise a user requested QoR function. We explore

2 methods of rate learning: 1. Univariate and 2. Multivariate.
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Fig. 5. Evolution of switch type probabilities for a 2×2 NoC using Maximizing Likelihood Estimation (MLE).
One MLE iteration is shown which has a candidate size C=8 (each of the 8 shown 2x2 Hoplite NoC configura-
tions is a candidate) and elite size _=4. Only marked NoC configurations are used to generate the new
Bernoulli distribution 𝐵𝑔+1.

5.2.1 Univariate Rate Learning
One method is to linearly search over a uniform distribution ∈ (0,1] with the increment precision

truncated to 32 bits to mimic the regulation dynamics of the token bucket regulators. Each search

sample is then universally applied to all traces’ regulators and the resulting QoR determined. The

sample that best optimises for the requested QoR can be selected as the desired regulation rate.

This is equivalent to the linear search of [17] and section 6.2.1 (learning only switch configurations)

∈ (0,1], with NoC routability measured as a function of the regulation rate. The precision of the

linear search increments can be fine-grained to support 32 bit regulators instead of the chunkier

increments of the original work. Furthermore, the brute force linear search can be replaced with an

intelligent binary search or a univariate gaussian modelling, with no effect to the final quality

of solution. While information about the application flowset is encoded in this light and fast
methodology, it fails to take into account any unique dependencies between traces and their latent

effects on other regions of the NoC since all traces are equally regulated. Furthermore, it prevents

the NoC from reaching its peak available bandwidth since regulation is bottlenecked by the worst

trace in the flowset. We compare and contrast this univariate learning against multivariate
learning in more detail in section 6.2.

5.2.2 Multivariate Rate Learning
We now present the main idea of learning regulation rates: modelling each trace’s regulation rate as

a multivariate gaussian distribution and learning this distribution’s parameters using Covariance

Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategies (CMA-ES) [6]. Formally, as shown in equation 6, for a

NoC of size N×N, given a flowset 𝐹 composed of set of traces (𝑓1, 𝑓2, ..., 𝑓𝑖 , ..., 𝑓𝑛) and data block size

𝜌 , we wish to learn the corresponding regulation rates 𝑅=(𝑟 𝑓1 , 𝑟 𝑓2 , ..., 𝑟 𝑓𝑖 , ..., 𝑟 𝑓𝑛 ) such that the user

defined objective QoR function 𝑄 , calculated as a function of the Hoplite analysis suite 𝐻 , can be

maximised (or minimised).

𝐹 = (𝑓1, 𝑓2, ..., 𝑓𝑖 , ..., 𝑓𝑛) : 𝑛 ≤ 𝑁 4

𝑅 = (𝑟 𝑓1 , 𝑟 𝑓2 , ..., 𝑟 𝑓𝑖 , ..., 𝑟 𝑓𝑛 ) : 𝑟 𝑓𝑖 ∈ (0, 1]∀𝑖

𝑅 = argmax(𝑄 (𝐻 (𝐹, 𝜌, 𝑅))) (6)
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Recall that each trace in a flowset can impact the others via second order interactions and we

encode this dependence by modelling 𝑅 as a multivariate gaussian distribution 𝑅 ∼ N(`, 𝜎2),
with ` ∈ [0, 1]𝑛 and 𝜎 ∈ [0, 1]𝑛𝑥𝑛 . This is a key differentiation between univariate of section

5.2.1 and [17] as it allows us to extract crucial information about these interactions. Furthermore,

increasing the dimension of the regulation search space allows us to directly address bottlenecks in

NoC routing by: 1. learning the regulation rates of the most difficult traces in an application as

well as 2. encode this information in rates of traces that might be involved in indirect interactions.

Multivariate learning, when paired with algorithms that learn other NoC parameters (switch

configuration in section 5.3), also provides access to a much richer search space in contrast, when

compared to univariate learning. This is explained by univariate unilaterally regulating all

traces with the same amount, thus introducing a strong bias in other algorithm’s search space.

We now explain the modelling of multivariate learning as a black box optimization problem

using CMA-ES. Just like switch learning of MLE, the core of multivariate learning involves

sampling 𝐶 candidate rates 𝑅
𝑔

𝐶
∈ (0, 1]𝑛2𝑥𝐶 from a multivariate distribution N(`𝑔, 𝜎2𝑔 ) at every

generation 𝑔 as shown in Equation 7. For our experiments, we choose 𝐶 = 100. Each sample in

𝑅
𝑔

𝐶
is then tested for fitness on the QoR function. As shown in Equation 8,the top _ performing

regulation rate samples 𝑅
𝑔

_:𝐶
∈ (0, 1]𝑛2𝑥_ are then selected for CMA-ES to evolve the multivariate

distribution in the general direction of top performing samples by updating the mean ` and

covariance 𝜎 according to the evolutionary steps detailed in [6]. Observe in Equation 8 that CMA-

ES maintains an evolutionary path to keep a historical track of past generation’s multivariate

parameters (N(`1, 𝜎21 ),N(`2, 𝜎22 ), ...,N(`𝑔−1, 𝜎2𝑔−1). This encoding of trajectory of past decisions

plays an important role to help balance the exploration vs exploitation tradeoff and prevent CMA-ES

from getting stuck in local optimas.

𝑅
𝑔

𝐶
=


𝑟
𝑓1,1
𝑔 𝑟

𝑓1,2
𝑔 · · · 𝑟

𝑓1,𝐶
𝑔

...
...

. . .
...

𝑟
𝑓𝑛,1
𝑔 𝑟

𝑓𝑛,2
𝑔 · · · 𝑟

𝑓𝑛,𝐶
𝑔

︸                           ︷︷                           ︸
Each column is a flattened regulated injection rate (ℎ𝑛 )

∼ N(`𝑔, 𝜎2𝑔 ) (7)

N(`𝑔+1, 𝜎2𝑔+1) = 𝐶𝑀𝐴({N (`1, 𝜎21 ),N(`2, 𝜎22 ), ...,N(`𝑔, 𝜎2𝑔 )}, 𝑅
𝑔

𝐶
, 𝑅
𝑔

_:𝐶
) (8)

Representative updates to a 2D Gaussian distribution for multivariate learning of regulation
for a 2x2 HopliteBP NoC are shown in Fig 6. As a black box optimization, CMA-ES enables us to

learn best 𝑅 in a large search space of (0, 1]𝑁 4

without requiring any explicit knowledge of the

QoR function or the myriad functions in the Hoplite analysis suite. This foregoes the need for any

calculation of gradients and allows for a well composed interaction with other black box learners

(like MLE for switch configuration); thus allowing for symbiotic nested learning techniques over

multiple NoC parameters.5.3 Nested Learning
In this section, we explain the formulation of nested learning, where multiple parameters of the

NoC can be learnt to optimise for a specific application flowset. We focus on learning regulation

rates as well as switch level configuration of the NoC in-tandem; with each influencing the other’s

search space and having a direct impact on the learnt parameters. This mutual dependence arises

from the direct coupling of regulation and switch configuration on the performance of the NoC.

When learning for a specific application flowset, changing one set of parameters (regulation rates

for example) will influence potential application routing, thus shaping the search space for the

other parameter set (switch configuration for example).
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Fig. 6. Evolution of a 2D gaussian distribution when learning regulation rates for a 2x2 HopliteBP NoC with
2 traces of data block size 1 in a RANDOM flowset. Note the convergence of the distribution over epochs as
CMA-ES progressively learns better solutions.

Result: 𝑅 reg., 𝑆 switch conf.

CMA.init;

while not CMA.converge do
CMA.gen_samples;

for 𝑠𝐶𝑀𝐴 in CMA.samples do
MLE.init;

while not MLE.converge
do

MLE.gen_samples;

for 𝑠𝑀𝐿𝐸 in
MLE.samples do

qor=calc(𝑠𝐶𝑀𝐴,

𝑠𝑀𝐿𝐸 );

MLE.tell(qor);

MLE.fit();

qor=calc(𝑠𝐶𝑀𝐴,

MLE.best);

CMA.tell(qor);

CMA.fit();

Algorithm 1 explains the algorithm for rate learn-

ing along with learning switch level configuration

for Hoplite NoCs. The objective of this algorithm is

to find rate 𝑅, switch configurations 𝑆 such that (𝑅,

𝑆)= argmax(𝑄 (𝐻 (𝐹, 𝜌, 𝑅, 𝑆))). Note that multivariate
learning has a much larger search space ∈ (0, 1]𝑁 4

com-

pared to switch learning which has a search space of

2
𝑁 2

. Also a gaussian distribution (for rates) is computa-

tionally more challenging than a Bernoulli distribution

(for switches). Thus, we nest the switch configuration

learning algorithm (𝑀𝐿𝐸) inside rate learning (𝐶𝑀𝐴).This

decision helps cut down learning times many folds since

the much larger search space of rate learning will only

need to converge once; with the simpler switch learning

converging to generate best switch configuration for each

rate candidate generated by CMA. The fit functions used
by respective algorithms (𝐶𝑀𝐴 and𝑀𝐿𝐸) perform the ac-

tion of selection of fittest candidates out of𝐶𝑀𝐴.samples

and 𝑀𝐿𝐸.samples respectively, followed by evolution of

their respective distributions.
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Since the nested search space can rapidly explode in size with increasing NoC size for challenging

flowsets, we prepend Algorithm 1 with steps to shrink the search space. We do this for 2 reasons: 1.

To remove search space with obviously infeasible solutions (for example, little to no regulation

for all traces) and 2. Provide a better seed/starting position to multivariate learning for a

tighter initial spread of gaussian distribution. To this end, we first introduce a universal regulated

injection rate of 1 (implying no regulation) and apply it to all traces in the application flowset. We

keep halving this rate until we achieve feasibility in the NoC. This simple step helps us prune the

search space of regulation rates to only include feasible solutions. Since we keep halving the rate

until feasibility is achieved, the time complexity is logarithmic in nature; taking only |log
2
(𝐾)|

steps to find the first feasible rate 𝐾 . A simple search, as used in [17], exhibits linear asymptotic

time complexity in contrast; taking ( 1−𝐾
𝐺
) steps, with G ∈ (0,1) being the resolution of the search

increment. We use this first "feasible" rate to seed a univariate learning of regulation rates. We

learn this univariate rate until convergence and use this to seed our final phase of multivariate
learning. Although univariate learning offers much less fidelity and does not produce an optimal

solution, it seeds multivariate learning’s starting parameters such that expected coordinate-

wise distance to the true optimum is minimised. Without this seeding, the CMA optimizer can

exhibit numerical instability; with the underlying probability density function lacking any coherent

structure pertinent to the problem and hence generating solutions on pure chance. Asymptotically,

the optimizer can take infinite steps before converging to a valid solution. Hence, seeding results

in a tighter (implying smaller standard deviation) multivariate gaussian distribution, taking fewer

steps for multivariate learning to converge. We evaluate this in greater details in section 6.2.3

and Fig. 22.

6 Evaluation
6.1 Methodology
For switch learning, our MLE optimizer is written in Python3. We implement the latency and

buffer analysis in Matlab, and convert it to C code using Real Time Workshop; the optimizers

communicate with the analysis tool using direct data transfer based on the Python ctypes APIs.
We run all experiments on a 16-core Intel Xeon E5-2697A CPU and parallelize our search across 32

threads. We measure our MLE switch learning implementation to be 50-500× faster when compared

against open-source Python implementations of black-box optimizers CMA-ES [6] and RBFOPT [3],
while exploring the solution space just as effectively. For regulation rate learning, we implement

the learning suite using the python based cma library. We parallelize computation of QoR for

each sample candidate generated in an epoch by spawning individual Process objects using the
multiprocessing library. Each spawned Process can either calculate the QoR directly for vanilla

Hoplite configurations (no switch learning; section 6.2.3) or learn switch configurations as part of

the internal loop of Algorithm 1 (nested learning; 6.2.2).

We evaluate our entire framework across a range of 100 synthetically-generated communication

workloads with RANDOM and LOCAL communication patterns. For RANDOM patterns, each PE chooses

destinations via uniform sampling of other PEs. For LOCAL patterns, sampling is restricted to a +/-

2 radius of neighbouring PEs. We run our analysis across various data block sizes to mimic the

diversity of communication interfaces and endpoints like DRAM, PCIe, and Ethernet. Furthermore,

we also test for optimizing real-world applications designs for FPGA accelerators such as Sparse

matrix vector multiplication (SpMV [1]) used by many deep learning kernels [20] and Graph [16]
analytics. The extracted traces exhibit a rich diversity of co-relation and bandwidth requirements;

with load factors of 37-92% between the benchmarks. Furthermore, the traces in these real bench-

marks are a snapshot of real edge-point data, allowing us to evaluate our designs on ability to route

data that closely mimics interactions of end-points in a production setting.
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In addition to the static analysis above, we also implement and verify the entire MLE generated

NoC on a Pynq-Z1 board, with unified HopliteBuf+BP switches in the FPGA fabric (PL), and

configuration tools for the NoC switches and regulators running on the ARM A9 (PS). For the

unified NoC, the software layer on the ARM configures the switches dynamically over an AXI bus,

depending on the application requirements, without the need for complete bitstream reconfiguration.

For a 6x6 network, the runtime of the MLE optimization on the PS is 9-60s, and the reconfiguration

of the switches instantiated in the PL takes 850ms.

6.2 Results
In this section, we present the results of the static analysis of our hybrid FPGA NoC under various

system sizes, data block sizes, and optimization methods. We study the effects of:

• Standalone learning of switch level configurations with regulation rate as a user controlled

parameter for evaluation (Section 6.2.1).

• In-tandem learning of regulation rates and switch configurations (Section 6.2.2)

• Standalone learning of regulation rates with the switch configuration preemptively set to all

HopliteBuf or HopliteBP (Section 6.2.3).

We are primarily interested in determining network feasibility (bounded latency), FIFO size needed,

worst-case latency, fitness of the solution, and time required to optimize the NoC.

6.2.1 Learning Switch level Configuration only
For the following set of experiments, we focus on only learning switch level configuration to

generate hybrid NoCs. We treat the regulated injection rate rate as a user set universal parameter

and quantify the resulting NoCs on their ability to optimised for the requested QoR over a linear

range (between 0 and 1) of these rates.

6.2.1.1 Learning for Feasibility: In Fig. 7, we determine the subset of the 100 synthetic RANDOM
and LOCAL flowsets that can be routed feasibly on the NoC, that is, with bounded latencies and

fit within the 32-deep FIFO capacity limits of an SRL32 structure. We configure MLE to produce

feasible NoC configurations for provided flowset. As we vary system size, regulation rate, and data

block size, we note several interesting trends:

• First, we observe that feasibility rate drops from 100% to 0% as we increase regulation rate (x-axis),

with steeper losses observed for larger system sizes. This is understood as there are more flows

competing for bandwidth that does not scale linearly with system size. For a torus, doubling of

system size increases bisection bandwidth by only

√
2.

• As we increase data block lengths from 1–16 (figures along a column), we note a counter-

intuitive effect. Now the HopliteBP and MLE designs show the highest feasibility envelopes

while HopliteBuf loses severely. HopliteBuf is unable to maintain feasibility as the SRL32 FIFOs

run out of capacity for larger data blocks. It is possible to increase feasibility by increasing FIFO

sizes, but that impacts LUT cost and causes HopliteBuf to exceed the footprint of the HopliteBP

switches.

• As we increase system size, we note that HopliteBP designs start to lose feasibility quickly due

to pessimism in the analysis for backpressure-based designs. For pipelined backpressure-based

switches, the analysis must account for the cascading effect of network flows, which significantly

depresses sustainable rates. LOCAL pattern suffers a greater loss in feasibility due to the short

distances traversed by the flows and resulting larger conflict set of flows.

• Finally, we observe that MLE-optimized NoC smoothly navigates the entire design space to

deliver the highest feasibility rates across all combinations. This confirms that neither extreme

solution works best in all cases, and a mix-and-match approach is necessary to get the best

outcomes. Importantly, by mixing and matching switch configurations, MLE NoCs exceed the

potential of either NoCs in isolation, achieving ≈2–3× higher feasibility over vanilla designs.
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Fig. 7. Feasible set of RANDOM and LOCAL flowsets on system sizes 3×3–7×7 (across columns) and data block
sizes 1–16 (across rows). Note x and y axes are shared vertically and horizontally respectively

6.2.1.2 Learning for Worst-Case Latency: Next, in Fig. 8, we show the effect of varying regulation

rate of a 5×5 NoC when routing feasible LOCAL traffic traces. We configure the MLE to learn switch

configurations to minimise wclatency. We summarise our observations with varying regulation

rates and block sizes:

• First, we note that as the rate increases and reaches an inflection point, we see an increased

spread in latencies across all configurations. This is due to the traffic regulation model dominating

cycle counts below this inflection rate, forcing the network congestion effects to take a backseat.

Second, as we increase data block sizes, the latencies increase and the spread shift upwards. We

also note that there is noise around the calculation of mean curves due to the shifting feasibility

combinations of the flowsets.

• HopliteBuf NoCs are competitive at lower regulation rates. At higher regulation rates, the worst-

case latencies can be quite large for certain flowsets. This is a direct result of deeper FIFOs and

associated head-of-line blocking effects [12] for those scenarios. Also, HopliteBuf NoCs do not

scale to large block sizes (=16) because they run out of stall-free FIFO capacity.
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• The HopliteBP NoCs initially start with higher latency at the lower rates, but become competitive

at larger regulation rates. At higher rates, HopliteBP NoCs suffer from loss of feasibility and

cease to scale. At higher data block sizes, HopliteBP NoCs continue to scale beyond HopliteBuf

for higher rates but saturate below MLE.

• MLE-optimized NoCs deliver competitive latencies across all rates and block sizes. At lower

rates, the MLE-optimizer prefers reducing FIFO size and mimics HopliteBuf solutions as the

regulation dominated latency is a fixed effect. At increased rates, MLE can strategically replace

congestion hotspots with HopliteBP designs and avoid the increased buffering effects that cause

high latencies for HopliteBuf designs. At large data block sizes and rates, MLE-optimized NoCs

are the only feasible combinations outperforming both HopliteBuf and HopliteBP NoCs.
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Fig. 8. Worst-case latency as a function of regulation rate for 100 synthetic LOCAL flowsets for various data
block sizes.

6.2.1.3 Learning for Cost Constrained Worst-Case Latency: For the next set of experiments, we

configure the MLE to optimise for the cost constrained latency function of wclatency*cost,
with an aim to analyse its ability to balance the growth of the two negatively correlated terms

while simultaneously minimising their product. In Fig. 9, we look at cost-latency tradeoffs when

considering feasible RANDOM and LOCAL flowsets that are routed at a system size of 4×4 and a

regulation rate of 0.17. At small data block sizes, MLE-optimized NoCs end up occupying the cost

range closer to the lower-cost HopliteBuf designs. As block sizes increase, vanilla FIFO designs

run out of capacity and declare infeasibility and MLE-optimized NoCs consume increasingly

more LUTs. This suggests that MLE will replace HopliteBuf switches with the more expensive

HopliteBP/HopliteBP+Buf versions in exchange for feasibility or proportionate latency gains. We

also note the narrower spread of HopliteBP latencies which is a direct result of having fewer feasible

combinations at that rate and block size.

We also quantify the extent of latency improvement distribution over HopliteBuf and HopliteBP

switches in Fig. 10 for 100 LOCAL flowsets at 0.13 regulation rate across different data block sizes on

a 4×4 NoC. When compared to HopliteBuf designs, we note latency reduction by as much as 2×
with little sensitivity to block sizes. When compared against HopliteBP, the latency wins can be as

much as 15×. This larger win is attributed to pipelining effects in backpressure-based networks

that can cause the analysis to include a large number of flows in the conflict set to produce safe

upper latency bounds.

6.2.1.4 Routing Real World FPGA Applications: We now show the effect or regulation on worst-

case latency of realistic FPGA workloads running on a 16-client NoC. In Fig. 11, we study the effect

of regulation rate on worst-case latency of flows with a data block size of 4. With low congestion at

low rates, all NoC designs exhibit similar characteristics. As we increase injection rates, we notice
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Fig. 9. LUT Cost-Worst Case Latency tradeoffs for a 4×4 NoC with 0.17 regulation rate for 100 synthetic
RANDOM and LOCAL flowsets across various block sizes.
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Fig. 10. Cumulative distribution of improvements of worst-case latency MLE NoC over HopliteBuf and
HopliteBP

increased worst-case latencies across most workloads. In particular, we note greater feasibility and

lower worst-case latencies for MLE-optimized NoCs. For smaller data block sizes (See Table 2), MLE

prefers HopliteBuf NoCs as most conflicts can be absorbed in the shallow SRL FIFOs. However,

smaller blocks sizes require extremely wide NoCs with hundreds of bits of payload sent as a single

block. We conclude that MLE-optimized hybrid NoCs are at par or better than either designs
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by sustaining 1-9× higher rates while achieving 1-6.8× lower latency across all real application

benchmarks and block sizes.
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Fig. 11. Latency Scaling of a 4x4 NoC for Graph/ SpMV traces

Rate×103 Latency Rate×103 Latency
F B M F B M F B M F B M

wi
ki

1 17 8 17 743 6.7K 743

go
og
le 1 17 8 17 789 6.7K 789

4 – 8 8 – 16.2K 16.2K 4 – 8 8 – 16.1K 16.1K

st
nf
d 1 23 11 23 1310 6K 1310

so
c 1 17 8 17 789 8.5K 789

4 – 11 11 – 14.5K 3.2K 4 – 8 8 – 20.2K 20.2K

da
c 1 19 10 19 1238 10.6K 1216

rd
ne
t 1 37 19 37 1661 1609 1635

4 – 10 10 – 25.6K 25.6K 4 3 19 27 1.4K 3.9K 3.4K

ra
m2
k 1 28 14 28 998 2K 998

mm
pl
s 1 27 14 27 2K 3.2K 2K

4 2 14 15 2.1K 4.8K 3.5K 4 – 14 16 – 7.6K 6.1K

ge
ne
2 1 17 8 17 789 11.3K 789

bm
hf
3 1 25 14 25 1.5K 1.9K 1.5K

4 – 8 8 – 27K 27K 4 – 14 14 – 4.7K 4.6K

bm
hf
2 1 25 12 25 1.6K 10.5K 1.5K

bm
hf
1 1 20 9 20 720 5.2K 720

4 – 12 12 – 26.2K 3.8K 4 – 9 9 – 12.4K 12.4K

am
zo
n 1 17 8 17 789 11.3K 789

ad
d2
0 1 19 9 19 898 5.2K 898

4 – 8 8 – 27K 27K 4 – 9 9 – 12.4K 12.4K

Table 2. Application Performance over block size of 1,4 for Graph/SpMV traces. (F: FIFO, B: Back-Pressure, M:
MLE)

6.2.1.5 Analysing Efficiency of MLE: Finally, we turn our attention to the MLE optimization flow

and try to understand how the solver discovers good solutions. In Fig. 12, we plot the solution

quality (LUT cost × worst-case latency) and time taken to discover the solutions across a range of

100 synthetic RANDOM workloads targeting a 5×5 NoC at a regulation rate of 0.1. The HopliteBuf

and HopliteBP NoCs are one-shot solutions that do not need any search and are hence observed

in the left corner of the space. MLE’s highly composable binary decision making proceeds in an

iterative fashion before it stabilizes. We observe a narrower spread of objective function values

after 1–10 s. CMA-ES [6] explores the space just as effectively but takes ≈5–10× longer due to the

necessary but obtuse integer quantization of real-valued distributions used by the optimizer. We

also use RBFOPT [3], that generates marginally inferior solutions and is 50–500× slower than our
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Fig. 12. Solution quality and time taken by MLE optimizer across flowsets mapped to a 5×5 NoC with 0.1
regulation rate

MLE approach. While RBFOPT claims to require fewer explorations, the number crunching after

each sample is compute intensive and dominates the fast analysis process for our problem.

6.2.1.6 Adapting MLE for NoCs with different topologies and parameters: In this section, we take a

look at MLE’s ability to optimise diverse NoC design parameters for NoCs with markedly different

topologies. For this case study, we focus on the Butterfly Fat Tree crossbar (BFT3) topology in [18].

A BFT3 NoC with 𝑁 endpoints is made up of 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁 ) ∗ 𝑁
2
unique pi switches. We refer the reader

to [18] for further information on the BFT3 NoC and pi switches. [18] configures a packet climbing

a pi switch to have a direct routing; packets entering a pi switch’s left port are routed to the left

port of U (L->U0) with a similar connection for packets climbing a switch from the right (R->U1),

as shown in Fig. 13a. Alternatively, cross routing connects L->U1 and R->U0, shown in Fig. 13b.

In this work instead, we use MLE to configure the routing of the crossbar, choosing between cross
or direct, on a per-switch basis for each of the 𝑙𝑜𝑔2 (𝑁 ) ∗ 𝑁

2
switches, tuned to optimise a specified

QoR. Contrasting Fig. 13a and 13b, MLE introduces no overheads since only direct connectivity

is changed. Furthermore, properties of the original work: live-lock freedom and in-order packet

delivery are also preserved. We optimise a BFT3 NoC with 16 endpoints to minimise the total

worst latency while routing real benchmarks at 100% injection rate in Fig. 13c. We observe that an

application optimised BFT3 achieves latencies that are ≈1.1-1.7× lower than the vanilla direct and
cross BFT3 versions, strongly suggesting that the MLE framework of this work can be leveraged

for other NoC topologies and tuning different parameter spaces.

6.2.1.7 Comparing an ASIC implementation with Timing Predictable NoCs: In this section, we

compare and analyze a potential ASIC implementation of an 8x8 Hoplitebuf+BP NoC where

the NoC switches can be fabricated once and be configured to operate in FIFO or backpressure

mode, configured on a per-switch basis for the application at hand. We compare the result of

MLE optimised analysis of the hoplite NoC and compare it against the state-of-the-art in timing

predictable NoCs: mainly SurfNoC [28] and PhaseNoC [23]. We evaluate the NoCs on 2 fronts: 1.

The Area overhead for each router (Table 3) and 2. Average routing latency (Fig. 15). For estimating

the area of the HopliteBuf+BP switch, we model each 6-LUT of the switch using transistors [24],

with a representative design for a 3-LUT connection shown in Fig. 14 (black is 0-through and

white is 1-through transistor). We estimate area consumption of the resulting design using Intel

45 nm technology with a transistor density of 3.3x10
6
. We observe that the HopliteBuf+BP (MLE-1

in Table 3) switch is 3-3.7× smaller than its counterparts, thus allowing us to replicate the NoC up

to 3 times (MLE-3) and tripling the available routing bandwidth, while still maintaining area parity
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Fig. 13. Analyzing MLE’s ability in optimising for the parameter design space of a Butterfly Fat Tree crossbar
NoC.
with Phase and Surf NoCs. This is especially useful for increasing routing feasibility when routing

becomes infeasible with increasing injection rates, owing to the lightweight flow controls of the

switches (compared to Surf and Phase).

For latency comparison in Fig. 15, we compare the average latencies of each trace in the application

flowset with random-uniform communication patterns with a data block size of 6, where each node

in the NoC randomly chooses another destination node in the NoC. We generate 100 such random

application flowsets to eliminate any bias in the distributions and average the results over these

application flowsets. The data for Phase and Surf NoCs is extracted from [23]. We add additional

channels (MLE-2, MLE-3) whenever the MLE generated NoC becomes infeasible with increasing

injection rate. Note that even with replicated channels, the MLE optimised HopliteBuf+BP ASIC

NoC is still cheaper than the Surf and Phase NoCs (Table 3). We observe in Fig. 15 that MLE

generated NoC analysis results in average latencies that are 1.3-12× lower than Phase and Surf NoC

variants, owing to the application aware tuning of the NoC and always available routing bandwidth

flow control of buffering and backpressure, without any TDM scheduled routing breaks.
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NoC Area

MLE-1 0.009

MLE-2 0.019

MLE-3 0.028

PhaseNoC [23] 0.027

SurfNoC [28] 0.033

Table 3. Area in𝑚𝑚2.
MLE NoCs’ area cal-
culated using Intel 45
nm process (3.3x106

transistors/𝑚𝑚2)

6.2.2 In-Tandem Learning Regulation Rates and Switch Configurations
In this section, we investigate the effectiveness of learning regulation rates while also learning
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switch configuration on a per-switch basis. We compare this nested learning against standalone

switch learning of section 6.2.1. We contrast multivariate rate learning with univariate rate
learning against a variety of RANDOM, LOCAL and REAL benchmarks. For both learning types, we use

MLE as our algorithm of choice to learn switch level configurations. Note that the previous section

6.2.1 separates out the regulation rate as a single value determined by the user. Univariate rate
learning is an extension of linear searching of the previous section 6.2.1; in that the rate, while

still being a single value that regulates all traffic, is now learnt as part of the optimization problem

instead of being linearly searched over a range with some fixed increment. If this increment was

made infinitesimally small and the rate point with the best QoR chosen, then linear search and

univariate would generate equivalent solutions.

It is also helpful to recall that since both rates (univariate and of section 6.2.1) are a single value

that are universally applied to all regulators in the NoC, they do not offer the level of fidelity required

to individually regulate NoC bandwidth to each traffic trace. Multivariate learning instead learns
unique rates for each src-dst traffic trace pair. Over a range of benchmarks, we aim to investigate

if multivariate rate learning can implicitly identify potential congestion hotspots within the

NoC and tweak regulation of offending individual traffic to outperform univariate learning by
achieving lower routing latency while sustaining higher rates across a range of benchmark flowsets.

6.2.2.1 Routing RANDOM, LOCAL and REAL Benchmarks: We first compare multivariate and

univariate rates by evaluating their performance on numerous RANDOM, LOCAL and REAL traffic

benchmarks of varying combinations data block and NoC sizes. We now list a few important differ-

ences between multivariate and univariate learning, along with their impact on performance

of the final NoC design in Figs. 16 – 18:

• As NoC sizes increase, multivariate is afforded an increased capacity to tune regulation

rates due to increase in parameter space𝑁 4
. This larger parameter space allows it to workwith

MLE at a more granular level to optimise for the requested QoR. In contrast, univariate’s
parameter space remains the same. This implies that the effectiveness of univariate de-

creases with NoC size; it is unable to individually respond to dramatically different routing

conditions between numerous local regions of a bigger NoC. Thus, multivariate’s in-

creased tuning capability allows it implicitly tag locally congested regions and throttle down

contention within these local NoC zones by surgically regulating only the offending traces.
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Fig. 16. QoR (Worst case Latency∗NoC Cost) achieved by univariate and multivariate rate learning
strategies, compared for data block sizes of 4, 8 and NoC sizes of 4x4, 5x5 for 10 different RANDOM traces.
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• Increasing data block sizes can quickly overwhelm the cheaper HopliteBuf (FIFO) switches

throughout the NoC. That pressure can be relieved by MLE’s switch discovery by selectively

replacing these pinched HopliteBuf switches with HopliteBP switches. However, univariate
unilaterally lower rates for all traces which in turn increases HopliteBuf’s feasibility, thus not

exposing these switch level decisions to the MLE algorithm. In contrast, multivariate and

MLE are able to work in tandem to lower rates as a last resort; only where pressure cannot

be relieved by Buf->BP swaps. Thus, the search space of MLE’s switch level learning and

multivariate’s rate learning are well composed when they interact; with each being in

lock-step with other, thus allowing for a more efficient optimization for the requested QoR.

We now compare the quality of solutions generated by multivariate and univariate learning
for different RANDOM, LOCAL and REAL benchmarks. Rate learning and switch learning algorithms

are configured to optimise the combined QoR of𝑤𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 :

• In Fig. 16, we plot the efficacy of routing 10 different RANDOM traffic benchmarks each across

NoC sizes of 4x4 and 5x5 while varying data block sizes between 4 and 8. We observe that

multivariate rates outperform univariate rates by upto ≈1.5×.
• In Fig. 17, we plot the efficacy of routing 10 different LOCAL traffic benchmarks each across

NoC sizes of 4x4 and 5x5 while varying data block sizes between 4 and 8. We observe that

multivariate rates outperform univariate rates by upto ≈1.3×.
• In Fig. 18, we plot the efficacy of routing 14 different REAL traffic benchmarks from Graph
and SpMV suites in progressively difficult routing conditions; increasing NoC sizes to 4x4

and increasing data block sizes from 1 to 4. These REAL benchmarks are characterised by

very high load factors (% of active traces in benchmark out of 𝑁 4
maximum). As noted

in section 6.2.1.4, this leads to traffic traces within the NoC to interact in a spaghetti like
effect, where multiple traffic traces interact with each other at multiple switch points. This

results in any contention ultimately affecting every other traffic trace in the NoC. While

linearly searching over regulation rates in sec 6.2.1.4, this affect was evident in low feasibility

and exploding worst case latencies. Both univariate and multivariate are able to learn

regulation rates to best mitigate this effect, achieving feasible combination of rates and switch

configurations across all 14 benchmarks. Continuing the trend observed in RANDOM and LOCAL,
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Fig. 17. QoR (Worst case Latency∗NoC Cost) achieved by univariate and multivariate rate learning
strategies, compared for data block sizes of 4, 8 and NoC sizes of 4x4, 5x5 for 10 different LOCAL traces.
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Fig. 18. QoR (Worst case Latency∗NoC Cost) achieved by univariate and multivariate rate learning
strategies, compared for data block sizes of 1,2 and 4 (horizontal facets) and NoC sizes of 3 and 4 (vertical
facets) for REAL traces.

multivariate outperforms univariate across the board by as much as ≈1.2×, owing to its

better ability to detangle (by regulating) conflicting traces within the NoC.

6.2.2.2 Analyzing Learnt Rates: With this experiment, we compare and contrast the breakdown

of distribution of rates, specifically 1. if multivariate rates are able to able to achieve a wider

spread of rates, implying traffic aware regulation and 2. if multivariate is able to achieve, on

average, higher rates than univariate. We focus on REAL benchmarks for this experiment due to

their particularly high susceptibility to regulation; owing to their high load factor induced spaghetti
like contention. We also choose real benchmarks for this experiment due to the high diversity of

traffic behaviour within a benchmark. This allows us to evaluate the degree of acute homogeneity

introduced by univariate learning and its worsening impact by achieving much lower rates and

contrasting this with multivariate’s ability to instead exploit this diversity for faster rates overall.
For this, we plot, for a NoC of size 4x4, the range of learnt multivariate rates for all 14 REAL
benchmarks while increasing the data block sizes from 1, 2 and finally to 4 in Fig. 19. We also plot

the average multivariate rates and compare it with univariate.
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We observe that the mean multivariate rate is higher than the univariate rate for nearly every

benchmark across every data block size; up to ≈1.4× higher. This suggests that multivariate
learns to first lower the rates of most contentious traces in the benchmarks, thus allowing other

traces to achieve ≈3.1× higher regulated injection rates, further evidence that turning down the

"heat" in certain parts of the network helps other traces immensely. This is also evidenced, in

benchmarks like dac, roadnet etc, by the observation that theminimum of the multivariate rates
is actually ≈1.8× lower than its univariate counterpart, despite its average being higher than

univariate. Another implication of this is that the "one size fits" all strategy of having each trace

be regulated by the same amount leaves quite a bit of NoC bandwidth on the table, explained by

the NoC being pushed more easily into infeasibility because any "superhot" contention zone within

the NoC affects the entire interconnect, thus forming a bottleneck for regulation. Multivariate,
on the other hand, will simply lower regulation rate for traces involved in such contentions.

6.2.3 Learning Regulation Rates for Vanilla Hoplite NoCs
In this section, we analyze the effectiveness of multivariate over univariate learning when

learning regulation rates for traces that need to be routed on a vanilla Hoplite configuration, that

is, all switches are either HopliteBuf (fifo) or HopliteBP (bp). Vanilla HopliteBuf NoCs’ FIFOs can

quickly fill up as a result of increased contention induced buffering. HopliteBP NoCs suffer from

pessimistic analysis, born out of long chain of backpressure signals that can throttle all links across

a row. We investigate if multivariate and univariate learning can help alleviate some of these

inherent weaknesses of vanilla NoCs, while also comparing both rate learning techniques against

each other.

6.2.3.1 Analyzing Distribution of Latency Improvement: In Fig. 20, we plot the latency improve-

ment distribution of multivariate over univariate while routing 100 different RANDOM bench-
marks (Fig. 20a), 100 different LOCAL benchmarks (Fig. 20b) and all 14 REAL benchmarks (Fig. 20c)

on 4x4 HopliteBuf (fifo) and HopliteBP (bp) NoCs while varying data block sizes between 1, 2 and

4. We observe that multivariate achieves better latency by as much as ≈1.6×. As data block size

increases, we see bigger latency improvements (the distribution shifts to the right) across all 3

benchmarks and for both Hoplite designs. Recall that in the case of HopliteBuf, FIFOs are able

to absorb packets over a larger time horizon for a low data block size of 1. Hence, in this case,

we see univariate being quite competitive across all benchmarks, with improvement limited to
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Fig. 19. Range (as whisker plot) and average rates of learnt multivariate rates on a per trace basis along
with univariate rates for REAL benchmarks for a NoC of size 4x4, over a range of data block sizes (burst).
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≈1.3×. But as data block size increases, FIFO’s quickly run out of capacity to absorb packets, with

multivariate continuing to improve over univariate. While not being as sensitive to data block

size owing to lack of FIFOs in their switch design, HopliteBP also has Multivariate outperform
univariate by ≈1.5×, helped by multivariate’s more granular regulation resulting in fewer

row spanning backpressure stalls.
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Fig. 20. Latency improvements of multivariate learning over univariate learning, for vanilla HopliteBuf
(fifo) and HopliteBP (bp) NoCs of size 4x4, routing RANDOM, LOCAL and REAL traces.

6.2.3.2 Routing REAL Benchmarks: In this section, we dive deeper into routing of REAL bench-
marks by vanilla HopliteBuf (fifo) and HopliteBP (bp), with regulation rates being learnt by

univariate and multivariate learning. In Fig. 21, we plot the worst latency for routing 14

different REAL benchmarks from Graph/ SpMV suites on vanilla HopliteBuf and HopliteBP NoCs

on size 4x4, while varying data block sizes between 1,2 and 4.

We observe that latency progressively increases for HopliteBP with increasing data block size,

with multivariate tapping down latency by as much as ≈1.2× compared to univariate. We

observe a similar scaling behaviour in the case of HopliteBuf with data block size of 1 and 2, with

multivariate resulting in ≈1.3× lower latency. However, we observe that both multivariate
and univariate perform very poorly when the data block size is increased to 4 for HopliteBuf;

with only ram2k and roadnet resulting in feasible designs. All other benchmarks are not even

feasible on a vanilla HopliteBuf, despite best efforts by regulation learning algorithms. We have

previously discussed this artifact of FIFOs filling up quickly in the face of contention and increasing

data block size in sec. 3. This affect is particularly amplified in the case of REAL benchmarks owing

to their high load factor. This highlights the importance of combining regulation rate learning with

switch level discovery. While multivariate is able to better manage contention at a traffic trace

level by tuning regulation of offending traces involved in the contention, it is not as effective at

mitigating contention induced in the NoC as an artifact of the underlying switch architecture. Thus

learning switch configurations in tandem with regulation rates works best; as similar experiments

of Fig. 18 were able to discover feasible NoC designs and regulation rates for all 14 benchmarks in

the REAL suite.

6.2.3.3 Understanding Multivariate Rate Learning: In Fig. 22, we present how multivariate
rates are learn using Covariance Matrix Adaptation for a 4x4 HopliteBP NoC routing roadnet
benchmark with a data block size of 1. As discussed in section 5.3, multivariate learning is

split into three phases: 1. Rate Halving, 2. Univariate rate learning and finally 3. Multivariate rate

learning.
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Fig. 21. Univariate and multivariate rate learning compared for vanilla HopliteBuf (fifo) and (HopliteBP)
NoCs of size 4x4 while routing REAL traces of data block size of 1,2 and 4. "NF" tagged flowsets could not be
routed feasibly for both learning types on vanilla HopliteBuf NoCs.

The phases of Rate Halving and Univariate learning are motivated by reducing the search space

for the multivariate phase by first finding a universal regulation rate (applied to regulate all

traffic traces) that can achieve the best QoR. Rate halving comprises of starting from a universal

rate of 1 (no regulation) and halving it every next iteration until the NoC can sustainably route

the benchmark at hand. Fig. 22a shows the rate being halved at every iteration until sustainability

can be confirmed for all traces in the benchmark. For roadnet, this rate is 1

2
6
.At this stage, the rate

is modelled as a univariate gaussian distribution with a mean ` (Fig. 22b) and standard deviation

𝜎 (Fig. 22e) which is then learnt over multiple iterations to optimise for the requested QoR. The

termination condition of the univariate phase is determined by the trajectory of best QoR over past

iterations and the convergence of standard deviation (notice it reduce after every iteration to rest

at ≈0.005).
Finally, a multivariate gaussian distribution is modelled to represent the rate of each trace

individually, starting off with the same mean for very dimension, set equal to the best rate found

at the termination of the univariate phase, as shown in Fig. 22c. The standard deviation, in Fig.

22f, for every dimension is initialised to the 10% of multivariate’s initial rate . This gaussian

distribution’s parameters: mean and standard deviation for each dimension, are then learnt over

the course of multiple iterations. Notice that the mean rates for every trace diverge to settle at

values that best optimise the QoR, spread over the entire range, with some of the final rates being

almost ≈3× faster than others. Multivariate learning is terminated by analyzing the trajectory of

best QoR over the iteration history as well as convergence of standard deviation of each rate, with

standard deviations converging from ≈ 7 ∗ 10−4 to ≈ 5 ∗ 10−5.
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7 Conclusions
In this paper, we show how to evolve hybrid FPGA NoC parameters (switch configurations and

trace regulation) to deliver a combination of feasibility, worst-case latency, and cost improvements

over homogeneous FPGA NoCs. We demonstrate switch learning by combining HopliteBuf, a

stall-free FPGA NoC, with HopliteBP, a lightweight backpressure-based FPGA NoC using a fine-

grained per-switch static configuration model. We use Maximum Likelihood Estimation technique

to evolve NoC configurations that offer ≈2-3× improvements in feasibility, ≈1–6.8× in worst-

case latency over synthetic and real world applications. We model rate learning by casting each

traffic trace’s regulation rate as a random variable from a multivariate gaussian distribution. We

using Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolutionary Strategy (CMA-ES) to learn rates in-tandem

with switch configuration and achieve achieve ≈1.5× lower cost constrained latency, ≈3.1× faster

individual rates and ≈1.4× faster mean rates.
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